FEATURES

CONTACT CRIMP MACHINE
• Tooling part numbers: 516-280-700 (electric press) & 516-280-750 (contact applicator)
• Crimp-style contact part number: 516-294-571 (supplied on 1800 count reels, ordered separately)
• Guarded for operator safety
• Quick access to the crimp setting adjustment mechanism
• Foot switch operation
• Cycle counter on the front panel
• Each cycle crimps a contact, cuts the contact from the carrier strip and feeds a new contact into position
• Adjustment settings for conductor and insulation
• Crimp settings for common wires between 16 and 28 AWG (confirm application with factory before purchase)
• Mounts to any flat surface
• Electrically operated, specify requirements when ordering: 115V or 230V & 50HZ or 60HZ
• Shipping weight: 450 lbs/204 kg gross

CONTACT HAND CRIMP TOOL
• Part number 516-280-201
• Crimps contact part number 516-290-590
• Precise tool for hand crimping loose contacts
• Built-in rachet to prevent under crimping

CONTACT EJECTION TOOL
• Part number 516-280-300
• For use with all 516 series contact styles
• Provides easy positive ejection without damage to the insulator

CRIMP CONTACT INSERTION TOOL
• Part number 516-280-400
• For installing 516-290-590 & -591 crimp contacts
• Wire groove locates the tool onto the end of the crimp form

POLARIZING HARDWARE ROUND NUT DRIVER
• Part number 516-280-500
• For removing and tightening round nuts when changing orientation of metal polarizing guide pins and sockets

WIRE WRAP & P.C. TAIL CONTACT INSERTION TOOL
• Part number 516-280-600
• For installing 516-290-520, -540, -541, -542, -501, and -521 contacts
• Slender tube protects contact tail during insertion without interfering with adjacent contacts